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Abstract—Computer synthesized three-dimensional (3D) tree
models often appear in virtual environments of 3D movies
and games. They act as decorations or functional components,
making the virtual worlds more realistic. Although regular
tree shapes are commonplace, irregular tree shapes with highly
crooked branches are also needed in some special virtual scenes.
This paper presents a procedural method for 3D irregular
trees modeling. The whole tree structure is generated in a 3D
weighted graph and tree branches are least-cost paths connect-
ing selected points. The scale of branch irregularity is controlled
via a mechanism of setting the edge weights. The resulting
models have realistic tree characteristics, and also demonstrate
the desired features of irregularity and heterogeneity.

Index Terms—virtual environment, tree modeling, 3D, geom-
etry synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IRTUAL environments play an important role in
computer-generated movies and games. Natural phe-

nomena such as trees, clouds, rivers, and mountains are
commonly seen in the synthesized virtual worlds. However,
it is a challenging task to create the models for these natural
objects, due to their complicated structures and rich varia-
tions. Three-dimensional tree modeling is a typical example.
Trees have a hierarchical structure with different scales of
branches such as the trunk, primary branches, and twigs. The
global features such as the architecture and the distribution of
branches, and the detail features such as branch shapes and
gaps between branch clusters, vary much among different
tree species. It is tedious and time-consuming to create a 3D
tree by depicting these features manually.

In order to release the burden on computer artists, there
are many automatic or semi-automatic methods proposed for
3D tree modeling and capable of generating realistic models.
However, most methods are focused on modeling regular
trees that have a symmetric global shape, normal branch-
ing structures, and homogeneous distribution of branches.
Creating irregular tree models has been rarely explored.
Irregular tree shapes can be some real trees, for example,
the Japanese maple tree as shown in the left of Figure 1.
It has twisted crooked branches, distinct from the elm
tree on its right side which has a regular structure and
smooth branches. Irregular tree shapes can also be those
fictitious in special virtual scenes for the purpose of building
a scary or weird environment. For example, in the game
“Halloween Runner”(Figure 2 left) and the movie “Tales of
Halloween” (Figure 2 right) , the trees have spooky branches,
demonstrating a highly irregular structure. Despite the great
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needs of irregular tree models in many applications, previous
tree modeling methods can hardly generate these structures
effectively.

Fig. 1. Left: a Japanese maple tree with crooked branches; right: an elm
tree that has smooth branches spreading out. Images from Flickr.com.

Fig. 2. Virtual trees in game and movie scenes. Images from Flickr.com.

In this paper, we propose an automatic method to address
the above problem. The method is built on the tree modeling
work using path planning [1], [2] and guiding vectors in-
troduced by Xu and Mould [3]. The basic idea is to build a
weighted 3D graph, then get a set of least-cost paths between
selected nodes in the graph. Each path is a tree branch and the
whole collection of paths form a tree structure. The general
path shapes can be controlled via guiding vectors, i.e. vectors
at each graph node used to set edge weights. In order to
create irregular crooked paths, we propose a novel method:
the branch growth patterns can be simulated by varying
guiding vectors through periodic rotations. This method can
effectively create realistic tree models with different scales
of irregular features.

This paper makes the following main contributions.
1) It presents a method of varying guiding vectors. The

prior methods [1], [2], [4], [5], [3] do not have an
effective way to control the irregularity of tree struc-
tures. Even Xu and Mould [4], [5] attempted to make
tree models irregular through connecting short branch
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segments, the general tree architecture is still regular.
It can hardly achieve large-scale branch irregularity.
The method proposed in this paper can effectively
control the large scale and intermediate-scale irregular
features; the resulting tree structures are distinct from
the previous models.

2) The work presented in this paper contributes experi-
ence for special 3D scene synthesis, which has been
rarely explored. With the fast development of computer
techniques in 3D games and movies, the modeling of
special scenes requires more effective options and fast
methods. Our work contributes an automatic method
and valuable experience in this regime.

The paper is organized as follows. Following the intro-
duction, in the section of background we will review related
methods in tree modeling. The algorithm will be introduced
next. Results will be given and discussed in section 4. The
last section includes a conclusion and proposes the future
work.

II. BACKGROUND

Tree modeling has a long history in computer graphics
applications. Numerous methods have been proposed since
the earliest tree synthesis in the 1980s. Scanning methods are
one category of them. In order to create a virtual tree model,
scanning methods [6], [7], [8] use a 3D scanner to sample
points on the surface of a tree and gather data including
position, color, and texture of each point. The point data will
then be used to reconstruct a 3D tree model in computer.
Because the data comes from real-world measurements,
scanning can produce high quality tree models with accurate
description of tree features. However, most scanning methods
have a common problem – the collection of data is affected
by the occlusion of tree branches and leaves. To address this
problem, extra pre-processing and post-processing work is
required in order to remove noises and recover the missing
data. In addition, the availability of scanning devices restricts
wide uses of the technique among regular users. It is also an
obstacle for novice users to operate the devices [9] to get
satisfactory data. It is worth attentions that scanning is good
at reconstructing a 3D model based on a real tree example,
but for some tasks such as modeling a fictitious irregular
tree, it is not easy to find a corresponding tree example in
the natural world.

Another category of commonly used tree modeling meth-
ods is procedural methods. Procedural methods [10], [11]
focus on algorithms and parameters, having more freedom to
create tree models without restrictions from hardware. They
can create complex details of tree structures via designing
algorithms and setting parameters. The strength of procedural
methods is automatic and flexible control of resulting struc-
tures by varying parameters. A famous example of procedural
methods is L-systems. The basic idea of L-systems is based
on rewriting rules composed of strings of symbols; each sym-
bol can be interpreted as a geometric shape such a segment of
tree branch. Through some iterations of rewriting, the final
string decides the resulting tree structure. A challenge for
early L-systems [12], [13] is to relate the specific target
tree structure with the abstract production rules. Later L-
systems [14] use sketches to guide the rewriting process,

partly solve the problem, but at the same time depend greatly
on user’s intervention.

Biological-based methods such as space colonization al-
gorithm [15] and self-organizing method [16] generate tree
models based on botanical rules. The resulting tree models
are convincing and realistic, due to the biologically plausi-
ble process for tree development. Biological-based methods
are good at generating realistic small-scale irregularities in
individual branches and global branching tree architecture,
but controlling the tree features especially large-scale branch
irregularities using the unfamiliar botanical meaningful pa-
rameters is not easy.

Fig. 3. A basic branching structure generated by the method of path
planning.

The method introduced in this paper is built on the earlier
algorithms of path planning [1], [2], [3]. Path planning is the
problem of finding the least-cost paths in a weighted graph
[17]. By selecting a root node and a few endpoint nodes in the
graph manually or automatically, the least-cost (or shortest)
paths connecting the root node and the endpoint nodes form
a branching tree-like structure. The idea is demonstrated in
Figure 3, where the black least-cost paths connect the red
root point and the blue endpoint nodes. In order to make the
coarse branching structure resemble real trees, Xu and Mould
proposed the method of guiding vectors [3]. In this method,
a number of nodes are scattered in a specified 3D volume,
such as a cube. Edges connect near nodes. Each node has
a vector named guiding vector, used to set the weights of
outgoing edges from the node: the weight has a minimum
when the guiding vector and the edge direction coincide and
a maximum when they are opposite. Since least-cost paths
tend to take cheap edges, through specifying the directions of
guiding vectors, we can control the shape of least-cost paths.
Figure 4 shows the influence of guiding vectors (red arrows)
to the shape of a least-cost path: the path is pushed to bend
and follow the flow of guiding vectors. Figure 5 shows a
tree model created by rotating/bending the guiding vectors
(initially in up direction) gradually outwards and downwards
from the center. The left shows the basic structure from
a few paths. By adding more endpoints in the vicinity of
previous paths, we can get more complicated hierarchical
tree structure as shown in the right.

The method of guiding vectors can generate realistic tree
structures with convincing features, such as the hierarchical
tree architecture, heterogeneous distribution of twigs, and
clusters of branches. However, since the setting of guiding
vectors is based on an incremental rotations, the flow of
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Fig. 4. Top left: a graph with a guiding vector at each node; top right:
guiding vector (red arrow) decides edge costs based on its deviation from
the edge directions (blue arrows); lower left: a path from a graph without
guiding vectors; lower right: a path from a graph with guiding vectors (red
arrows). Lower figures from [3].

Fig. 5. Left: a basic branching structure generated by the method of guiding
vectors; right: a tree with denser branches by adding more endpoints. Images
from [3].

guiding vectors is generally smooth, leading to smooth
branch shapes. This feature is plausible for regular trees,
but not what we pursue in irregular tree structures. We are
interested in creating tree models that have crooked branches,
such as those appear in Figure 1 and 2. Another observation
of the tree model from the method of guiding vectors is the
generally evenly distributed branches. We expect a stylized
tree structure with big gaps between primary branches, as
what we can observe from the previously shown irregular
trees. To address these problems, we propose a novel method
of setting guiding vectors that can effectively create the above
target features. More details are introduced next.

III. ALGORITHM

The algorithm introduced in this section focuses on the
setting of guiding vectors, which is effective in controlling
the branch shapes, especially large-scale and intermediate-
scale crookedness. Before the introduction of this method,
we first introduce the mechanism of setting guiding vectors.

The setting of guiding vectors and weights of outgoing
edges are done in concert with the path planning using
Dijkstra’s algorithm [18]. The Dijkstra’s algorithm is an
algorithm to compute the least-cost paths from a source

node (i.e. the root node in our case) to other nodes in a
weighted graph. The Dijkstra’s algorithm starts from the
source node, whose guiding vector is initialized to the up
direction. Subsequently its adjacent nodes (i.e. child nodes)
are visited. Similarly, the visits of more nodes take place in a
brushfire way spreading outward until all nodes in the graph
are visited. At the same time, when a graph node is visited, its
guiding vector is decided by a rotation at an angle α from
its parent node’s guiding vector. The incremental rotations
initiated from the source node to the other nodes decide a
smooth flow of guiding vectors in the whole graph. As the
result, the least-cost paths tend to follow the orientations of
guiding vectors and form smooth shapes.

Fig. 6. Upper: the setting of guiding vectors in the method by Xu and
Mould [3]; lower: the setting method proposed in this paper.

The idea proposed here is inspired from the observation
of staircase shaped branches of Japanese maple trees (see
Figure 1). Instead of setting guiding vectors in an incre-
mental way, we rotate the guiding vectors periodically. The
purpose is to keep guiding vectors constant within every
short distance so that to make the resulting least-cost paths
keep straight accordingly. Figure 6 shows two methods of
setting guiding vectors. The upper is the method by Xu and
Mould [3]: the rotation of guiding vectors increments with
the distance to the source node. The lower shows our method:
the rotation of guiding vectors only take place periodically
at short distance intervals. This method provides controls via
two parameters: distance interval d and the rotation angle α.
Next we discuss how to control the irregular features of the
least-cost paths by varying them.

The parameter d decides the distance to keep current
guiding vectors constant. Greater d leads to less frequently
changing guiding vectors, and therefore encourages generally
smooth and straight segment of path within the distance.
On the other hand, lower d results in frequently changing
guiding vectors and small-scale of crooked branches, where
every rotation of guiding vector makes the preceding path
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change its orientation – that is why the crooked shape is
produced. Figure 7 shows the influence of d to resulting
structures. From left to right, d is 5, 10, and 15. The branches
demonstrate larger crooked shapes.

Fig. 7. From left to right, the structures obtained by setting the distance
d to 5, 10, and 15. In all three structures, the value of α is π/2.

Fig. 8. From left to right, the structures obtained by setting the rotation
angle α to π/6, π/3, and π/2. In all three structures, the value of d is 10.

While the distance parameter d affect the scale of crooks
appear in a branch, the parameter α is used to control the
shape of crooks in branches. Smaller value of α means
less rotation of guiding vectors, thus make the individual
branch smoother and less irregular; on the contrary, guiding
vectors rotated at greater α lead to greater changes of
path orientations and more distinct crooks. This feature can
be observed from the rightmost structure, which has the
greatest rotation angle α. Figure 8 shows the above described
features.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The algorithm introduced above has been applied to create
3D tree models. In the following figures, we show a few
3D tree models, and also make side by side comparisons of
our results with some results from previous methods. The
evaluation of the results is based on visual inspection, which
has been commonly used for evaluating tree modeling [12],
[22], [14], [15], [2], [3]. Since the tree models are mainly
used for entertainment purposes such as 3D movies and
games, not for precise duplication or simulation, audiences
appreciate the models rather than analyzing them from a
scientific sense. There does not exist an objective function or
standard for evaluating the quality of tree models [19], [20].
Although some researchers proposed precise measurements
[21], [22] where a distance measure incorporates shape,
geometry, and structure, these measurements are used to
inspect the difference/similarity between two trees, not for
evaluating the quality of a tree model. In order to make
subjective visual inspection more substantial, in the following
we describe the presence/absence of target features in the tree
models, for the ease of evaluating the quality of results and
the effectiveness of algorithms.

In Figure 9 we show a set of tree models with skeletons
created by varying d and α. From left to right, the top row
shows the structures obtained with α = 90 and d = 5, 10, 15
respectively. The right tree has the largest scale of crooks
while the left tree has much finer crooked details in each
branch. The lower row shows the finished tree models by
adding more branches from more endpoints. The distribution
of twigs and gaps make the trees convincing and realistic,
demonstrating our desired irregular features.

Fig. 9. Top row: three tree skeletons; lower row: trees with more branches.

Figure 10 shows a regular tree structure (left) from Xu
and Mould’s method compared with the irregular tree model
(right) from our proposed method. The left tree has multiple
thick primary branches developed from a short trunk, all
growing upwards. The right tree has two primary crooked
branches: each has a few slimmer branches attached, forming
a big gap between two clusters of branches. This feature is
successful and just what we pursue.

Fig. 10. Left: a regular tree model from Xu and Mould’s method [3]; right:
the irregular tree model from the proposed method.

Figure 11 shows the irregular tree model compared with
a real Japanese maple tree. The top row shows the global
structures and the lower row compares the detailed features.
The irregular tree model possess similar characteristics of
real trees that we are interested, including the twisted primary
branches, the crooked branch shapes, and the distribution of
branches. These characteristics can hardly be created using
previous methods.

More tree models are shown in Figure 12. Each of these
models has common characteristics of real trees, such as a
hierarchical structure, twigs distributed around the primary
thick branches, and natural-looking gaps between clusters
of branches. The most important feature is that they all have
obvious large-scale irregular branches, which may invoke the
audiences thinking of the weird trees in some familiar scenes
such as Halloween movies.
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Fig. 11. A comparison between a real tree (left column) and our irregular
tree model (right column). Real tree photos from Flickr.com.

Fig. 12. More irregular tree models created using our algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an algorithm for 3D irregular tree
modeling. The algorithm is built on the idea of path planning
and guiding vectors. Through controlling parameters, to be
specific, the rotation angle α of guiding vectors and the
distance interval d to make rotations, we can create tree
models with distinct irregular features: the scale of irreg-
ularity is influenced by α, and the crookedness is controlled
by d. Compared with the previous work, the algorithm can
effectively create the desired irregular branch features while
still keep the natural-looking tree characteristics. The algo-
rithm also has its weakness: it is not good at reconstructing
or duplicating a given tree structure. Fortunately it is rare
that a movie or game requires a specific tree model from a
real tree example, but often a tree bearing general irregular
features. From this sense, our method can successfully meet
the requirement.

It is worthwhile to mention that the work presented here is
only an initial exploration of tree features. There have many
possible directions for our future work. One direction is to
develop more methods to control the existing parameters to

get more variations of tree models. For example, rotation
angle alpha can vary with probabilities, e.g. 10% chance
of π/2 and 90% chance of π/6. This can create richer con-
trollable irregular features. Another possible direction is to
create tree models with different distribution of irregularities.
Branches closer to the outer contour of the tree crown show
more small-scale irregularity, and those close to the root
(which are often primary and thick branches) can have more
large-scale crookedness. In addition, we also expect to apply
the technique to the real applications of scene synthesis in
movies and games. To animate the irregular trees can be a
possible first step.
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